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Kitty Maguire and Preston Fleming fell head over heels in love the first time they saw each other.

They were planning a wedding and the rest of their lives together. But Kitty's great-aunt put an end

to all that in the course of one phone call, shattering both of their hearts and ruining their lives.

Neither Kitty nor Preston would have thought her capable of telling one lie, much less two. Then

when she died suddenly a week later, they never found out.  Five years later, Kitty comes back to

Caddo, Oklahoma to sell Aunt Bertha's house and to finally put closure on the fiasco that broke her

heart in a million pieces when she found out Preston had found another woman. As luck would have

it, every time she turns around he's right there. The tingle is still there as well as the love, but he's

married... or at least Kitty thinks he is.
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The book started off okay, but I kept expecting the writer to flesh out the characters and story. It

never happened. As the book continued, it revealed major problems with the story and characters

such that I skimmed the last half just to finish it. The writing style degrades in the second half, the



dialogue is poor, and the characters act like teenagers. This reads like a book the author was in a

hurry to finish.The leads fall in love at first site, but we have no idea, beyond some minor reference,

what made them fall in love, how they got to the point of wanting to marry as teenagers.The female

lead she bounces back and forth emotionally and makes very immature choices. She supposedly

has the life experience of a much older person, being a much favored FBI Profiler, but acts and

sounds like a teenager.The male lead is basically a whipping boy for her emotional yoyo. He

definitely lacks substance, being a "stock" character - a wonderful handsome boy, with whom she

falls in love with at first site. Never becomes anything more than that. There is no effort to flesh him

out as a character, and there is no interaction between them until the last couple of chapters and

that is cursory at best. There IS no relationship.Another major issue is the time frame of the book.

The couple separated at age 18 and did not see one another for 5 years. In that 5 year period the

female lead went to college (4 yrs) and graduate school (2-yrs) and became a top profiler with the

FBI (??). This is absolutely ridiculous. The male lead spent some time in the Navy (4 year hitch??)

and became an architect (5 years of college plus apprenticeship to get licensed) and started a

company with his brother, designing and building. This is an absolutely impossible timeline. If they

had met 15 years later it MIGHT have been possible.Overall it is a waste of time.

I've never enjoyed a book less! After reading one of this author's other books, was anxious to read

more of her writing. So totally bored and found myself skipping page after page of total nonsense. I

don't know how someone could write one book so endearing and then writer something that was a

total waste of my time..and money. Try Ladies Room.....far far better..loved loved.

I'm a Carolyn Brown fan, but this one didn't live up to others of hers I've read. I just got tired of it - all

bogged down in misunderstandings and emotion about halfway through, just want it to resolve and

end.

I enjoy her "people", but graphic sex is all alike in her books. SHE MUST HAS A FANTASTIC SEX

LIFE (AND HARDLY SEE HOW SHE COULD HAVE TIME TO WRITE STORIES) OR EITHER A

FANTASTIC IMAGINATION!! Leave it all to Shades of Grey. I wish she would just write sweet love

and leave out all the graphic positions etc. Gets a bit boring. Perhaps not for teen agers.

This was a very enjoyable Irish love story....I have only one request to all authors...please quit

writing a man's response of......"that's lovely"!!!!! I have never heard a man say something or



someone was lovely. Great story and a fun read, but not lovely!!

That Way Again by Carolyn BrownThis remarkable writer never ceases to amaze me with her

talents. Another great book by the talented writer that will have you screaming at the last page

where is more and why did the story stop! She is absolutely remarkable. That Way Again touches

the heart, warms and fills the soul with so much love. A love story that has you on the edge of your

seat wondering will two lost loves separated then found again will ever reunite. The story of Preston

and Kitty was remarkably written. It is a page-turner as the two once again discover the love they

had for each other never once faded. People may change but true love always stays embedded in

the heart. Ms Brown embraces a wonderfully written love story that will make you feel great inside.

Leave you feeling like love abounds everywhere. Ms Brown captures the sensitivity and complete

character of Preston and Kitty and captures it in a way that you never forget the characters. It's as if

you are right there in the midst of them. Another great story that will always stay embedded in my

heart! Two thumbs up and 15 stars to yet another great addition to be added to the books by Ms

Brown!

It's a story about deception. Two innocent folks got deceived all because of a woman who got jilted

at the altar. She hoped to spare her niece the same fate. It's a great read because the players in the

story are proceeding with a great deal of caution, sometimes too much, but then they realize what

was meant to be.

This formulaic romance started out pretty good. Then it took at bad turn once the star-crossed

lovers decided to figure it out. The female went WAY out of character to prove how independent she

was. Tsch. Tsch. Made we want to throw up on her.
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